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Objective
Present FEM Models
Let us consider a sound absorbing wall or panel in a
noisy environment. It is difficult to predict the sound
level or amount of sound absorption because an
accurate description of the behaviour of the sound
absorbing material is not an easy task.
The development of a new model with an accurate
and efficient description of the behaviour of sound
absorbing material. The model has to be compatible
with standard finite element methods.
In the description the perturbation
of the pressure and the normal velocity are
related through the complex normal impedance
= / . The impedance is
surface
p v
Z p v
n
n n determined ex-
perimentally in an impedance tube (see Figure 1).

In the description there is an
interaction between the frame and the fluid inside
the sound absorbing material. Among the various
theories the Biot theory is the most complete.
Drawbacks are the computational effort and the
variety of parameters to describe the material.
volume
Conclusion and Further Research
A New Approach
Figure 4. Sound absorption for two different perforations.
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For different sets of pores the sound absorption can
be predicted accurately for a wide frequency range.
ext step, oblique incident sound will be
investigated as well as the acousto-elastic coupling
with an elastic frame.
As a n
The of the fluid in a
pore or perforation are considered . Important
parameters are:
viscous, thermal and mass effects
influences the amount of viscous losses
, determines the frequency range
, optimizes the absorption
Samples of such perforated material are placed in an
impedance tube (see Figure 1). The transfer function
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Figure 3. Sound absorption for different surface porosities.
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Theory
between the two microphones is used to calculate the
i m p e d a n c e a n d
absorpt ion coef-
f icient of the
sample as a function
of the frequency.
S e v e r a l c o n f i -
g u r a t i o n s w e r e
i n v e s t i g a t e d
numerically

and
experimentally (see
Figures 2, 3, 4).
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